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Abstract

The thyroid hormone 3, 5, 3’-triiodothyronine (T₃) is a key regulator of the development, differentiation, and physiology of all cells in an organism. One of the most studied effects of the thyroid hormone is its control of the basal metabolic rate. Thus, modifications in thyroid hormone levels can produce several alterations, including modifications to the REDOX environment, alterations to signal transduction on several levels, and finally cell death. The aim of this review is to describe primary, secondary, and tertiary hypothyroidism from embryonic and fetal development through to the adult organism. In addition, we explore thyroid hormone resistance causes hypothyroidism. Furthermore, we describe how genetic
studies illustrate that mutations can cause hypothyroidism. We will present results from clinical and laboratory tests, in diagnosing hypothyroidism that have been used by different organizations to study thyroid diseases. In addition, we propose some methods for diagnosing hypothyroidism in communities that lack the medical infrastructure to use modern methods of diagnosis. We will present a series of cases that demonstrate the importance of diagnosing hypothyroidism during pregnancy, and in the first years of life for the healthy development of the nervous and cardiovascular systems, and the kidney, among others. We describe current treatments for hypothyroidism, but we will put special emphasis on evidence-based personalized treatment for individual patients. Finally, we will include a section that discusses the benefits and complications of hypothyroidism as it relates to cytoprotection, cell damage, and immunomodulation.
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1. Introduction

Our review summarizes, to date, what is known about hypothyroidism from embryonic and fetal development through to the adult organism. This review does not attempt to be exhaustive, but instead we refer the reader to the ~15,000 papers identified by a PubMed search for pathological conditions related to hypothyroidism. However, we do seek to relay the importance of maintaining an adequate supply of thyroid hormones in the perinatal period for the optimal operation of all systems. Furthermore, we stress that the restoration of thyroid hormones at birth, will not prevent metabolic and/or behavioral alterations in adulthood. To do so, we will begin by describing general thyroid development and function, some types of hypothyroidism, its etiology, and different diagnoses.

Normal fetal thyroid gland development, and fetal and neonatal thyroid function is critical for normal prenatal and postnatal brain and organ development, and metabolic processes. In general, euthyroidism describes normal thyroid function, hypothyroidism refers to low thyroid function, and hyperthyroidism indicates high thyroid function. Traditionally, many researchers of thyroid function have focused on the secretion on thyroid hormones (T₃ and T₄) and their relationship with hypothalamic and adenohypophysis regulating hormones (TRH, thyrotrophin-releasing hormone; and TSH, thyrotrophin). However, at present we need to also consider the quantity of thyroid hormone receptors and their ligand affinity. In this chapter, we will describe only hypothyroidism, its causes, diagnosis, screening, and treatment.

The thyroid gland is one of the most interesting glands in the body, because it is the first gland in an embryo to produce hormones that regulate multiple developmental processes. From weeks 4 to 6, thyroglobulin is synthesized, and between weeks 8 and 10 iodine trapping occurs. These events lead to production of T₃ and T₄ from week 12. Regulating hormones are synthesized in the fetal stage: thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) is synthesized between weeks 6 and 8, and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) is secreted 12 weeks after birth (103). During embryogenesis, thyroid endoderm progenitor cells different-
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iate into thyroid follicular stem cells in their respective pharyngeal pouches (3; 47). The thyroid primordium develops because there are inductive signals between it, the pharyngeal endoderm, and the visceral mesoderm. Using animal models, early thyroid development depends on NKX-2, PAX8, FOXE1, and HHEX to proceed normally. Thyroid gland budding occurs concomitantly with the recruitment of new progenitor cells, and their proliferation is the most important process for bud outgrowth in the thyroid primordium. After that, the developing thyroid gland migrates because epithelial cells acquire the capacity to migrate by distinct signaling pathways that express N-cadherin and FOXE1 (7). Also, it has been proposed that the neural crest in the thyroid gland participates in C-cell origin. The final shape of the thyroid is likely influenced by the growing trachea and esophagus (47).

Sometimes, the development of the thyroid gland in the fetus may be modulated by fetal signaling pathways, as we mentioned above, as well as the mother’s thyroid state. These two factors can change the intracellular fetal environment, which could lead to the development of congenital hypothyroidism. However, there are other factors that cause hypothyroidism in children and adults. For example, low iodine availability due to diet deficiencies and environmental pollution, and/or hypothalamic or adenohypophyseal dysfunction due to errors in set points or tumors. Some researches have described other important types of hypothyroidism, such as a resistance to thyroid hormones that may onset prenatally, or mutations that alter their function.

Finally, hypothyroidism can be classified into three types, depending on the type of thyroid axis dysfunction:

1. **Primary**: Refers to a type of hypothyroidism when the dysfunction of the regulating system occurs in the thyroid gland in the form of a low concentration of TH. This could be because, during gestation, the thyroid gland presents morphogenetic errors that modify the normal components of the thyroid gland as TSH receptors (quantity or/and affinity) and the enzymes involved in TH synthesis as thyroperoxidase (TPO, EC 1.11.1.8) (24). Also, there are environmental factors that can cause primary hypothyroidism, such as the sodium/iodine symporter (NIS) inhibitors, perchlorate, thiocyanate, and nitrate, which pollute the surrounding areas. In addition, there are other chemical compounds, such as the isoflavones, genistein and daidzein, which inhibit TPO, thereby inhibiting thyroid hormone formation. The main dietary sources of isoflavones are soy products, peas, beans, nuts, grain products, coffee, and tea. Finally, hepatic deionidation of T₄ to T₃ contributes largely to the plasma concentration of T₃ in serum, which actively participates in the TH regulating system. Organochlorine pesticides, dioxins, and furans, which decrease T₄ half-life by activating hepatic enzymes, may also induce hypothyroidism (100).

2. **Secondary**: This type of hypothyroidism is characterized by low TSH levels from adenohypophyseal dysfunction, caused by tumors (112) or an insensitivity to TRH receptors in thyrotrope cells (61). If there are low levels of TSH, thyroid gland activity is low, and the compensatory mechanism of the regulating system increases its TRH secretion. However, in this case a malfunction in the adenohypophysis results, and the levels of TSH do not change.
3. **Tertiary:** This type of hypothyroidism is characterized by low serum concentrations of TRH, due to a tumor in the hypothalamus. In addition, TRH-target cell response may be modulated by the rate of degradation of the hormone at specific target sites. This mechanism could effectively control the intensity of stimulation and/or the duration of TRH action (118).

2. **Congenital hypothyroidism**

**Definition**

Congenital hypothyroidism (CH) is defined as a thyroid hormone (TH) deficiency at birth that occurs in 1/3000 newborns. It is one of the most common preventable causes of mental retardation. Most infants with CH do not show an obvious clinical manifestation of hypothyroidism at birth. This may result from residual neonatal thyroid function, because of an over expression of desionidase (EC 1.97.1.11) by compensatory mechanisms in target organs, or in the TH received from breast milk (103).

Congenital hypothyroidism is classified as either permanent or transient. Permanent CH is a persistent deficiency of thyroid hormone that requires lifelong treatment. Transient CH refers to a temporary deficiency of thyroid hormone. In this case, diagnosis at birth is the essential first step towards individuals receiving treatment and recovering to a euthyroid state. Recovery to euthyroidism typically occurs in the first few months or years of life. Permanent CH can be further classified into permanent primary, where the thyroid gland is directly affected, or secondary, where the central nervous system is affected.

**Etiology**

Thyroid hormone deficiency at birth is most commonly caused by a problem in thyroid gland development (dysgenesis). Recently, mutations in the NKX2 and PAX8 genes (64-66; 85) have been reported to be associated with thyroid dysgenesis, or a disorder of thyroid hormone biosynthesis (dyshormonogenesis). This relationship with resistance to thyrotropin (TSH) action is the disease associated with molecular defects that hamper the adequate transmission of signals. The defect may, in principle, affect every step along the cascade of events following the binding of TSH to its receptor (TSHR) on thyroid cell membranes. TSH resistance is a disease with a broad range of expressivity, ranging from severe congenital hypothyroidism (CH) with thyroid hypoplasia, to mild hyperthyrotropinemia (hyperTSH) associated with an apparent euthyroid state (101). Basolateral iodide transport defects may be caused by mutations in the SLC5A5 (sodium iodide symporter) gene, a defect in apical iodide efflux caused by mutations in the SLC26A4 (PDS) gene, mutations in the thyroglobulin gene, defects in iodination and coupling of thyrosyl moieties due to mutations in the thyroid peroxidase gene, defects in hydrogen peroxide generation caused by mutations in the DUOX2 or DUOXA2 genes, or defects in the recycling of intrathyroidal iodine due to mutations in the iodotyrosine deiodinase (also known as DEHAL) (57). In addition, 12 different NIS molecular defects have been linked to an iodide transporter defect (ITD) in 31 ITD patients that developed hypothyroidism. Interestingly, marked clinical heterogeneity between patients with the same NIS mutation and those with different
mutations in the NIS gene, in the absence of a clear genotype–phenotype correlation, has been observed. The study of NIS mutations as the molecular basis of ITD has not only yielded extremely valuable structural/functional information on NIS, but has also provided an important tool for preclinical diagnosis and genetic counseling of ITD patients (124).

**Congenital hypothyroidism disease screening**

An early diagnosis of hypothyroidism using either primary thyroxine (T4)-follow-up thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), or primary TSH testing as a diagnostic test, is essential to the prognosis. Many programs in the US and around the world continue to prefer a primary T4-follow-up TSH testing strategy (102). Interestingly, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) recommends routine screening for all pregnant women, but the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) have not endorsed routine screening (74).

Another test that measures trimester-specific reference ranges for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) and free thyroxine in pregnancy, takes into account iodine and thyroid autoantibody status, race, and BMI, as well as other factors. This type of testing is suggested only for pregnant women at an increased risk for thyroid disease, but in fact, misses 30–80% of women with thyroid disease (91).

Neurodevelopmental outcome is directly related to early diagnosis and treatment. Infants detected through newborn screening programs, and started on T4 in the first few weeks of life, have a normal or near-normal neurodevelopmental outcome. Figure 1, depicts the screening process for congenital hypothyroidism. The recommended T4 starting dose of 10–15 µg/kg/d is higher on a weight basis than is the dose for children and adults. Tailoring the starting L-T4 dose to the severity of the hypothyroidism will normalize serum T4 and TSH as rapidly as possible (79). Congenital hypothyroidism, due to thyroid dyshormonogenesis, is a heterogenic disorder that may be caused by mutations in any of the known steps in the thyroid hormone biosynthesis pathway. An exact molecular diagnosis allows for genetic counseling, and the identification of asymptomatic mutation carriers at risk of recurrent hypothyroidism, meanwhile providing a rationale for adjunct iodide supplementation (57).

### 3. Subclinical hypothyroidism

Because thyroid hormones play an important role in many physiological processes, such as differentiation, growth, development, and the physiology of all cells, their modification can produce several alterations on various levels. Thus, their deficiency or excess may lead to an extensive array of clinical manifestations, including neurological and psychiatric symptoms (17). However, many people display subtle symptoms, although their serum free T4 and T3 levels are within their respective reference ranges. These patients may express one or more symptoms, such as migraines, hair loss, hypertension, excessive weight gain, peeling skin, infertility, pregnancy complications, and/or a predisposition to infections, among others. In these cases a diagnosis of subclinical thyroid disease, mild thyroid failure, or subclinical hypothyroidism is given. Other possible symptoms include those related to cognitive functions, such as memory deficit, despondency, as well as symptoms of depression and anxiety (2).
Definition

Subclinical thyroid disease is a condition of mild to moderate thyroid failure, characterized by normal serum levels of thyroid hormones, with a serum TSH level above the upper limit of normal (supranormal) (2; 19; 37). Due to the wide range of mild symptoms, multiple investigations over the past 20 to 30 years have been done in an attempt to classify it. Based on serum TSH levels, some investigators have divided subclinical thyroid disease into 3 grades (Table 1) (146), while others have divided it into two categories: individuals with mildly increased serum TSH levels (4.5-10 mU/L), and those with more severely increased serum TSH levels (>10 mU/L) (126).

It is very important to mention that the term “subclinical” may not be strictly correct, since some of these patients may have clinical symptoms, however, to date a more appropriate name has yet to be proposed. In some cases, patients with normal or minimally deviant serum T3 concentrations, present a hypoplasti c or normally sized gland properly positioned in the neck. Depending on the degree of impairment of TSH receptor (TSHr) function, patients display a variety of symptoms in addition to those previously mentioned (i.e. memory deficit, despondency, symptoms of depression and anxiety) (2).

Etiology

The etiology of subclinical hypothyroidism is extremely broad due to variety of factors that can induce it. One cause may be via chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis, an autoimmune disorder of the thyroid gland (9; 126). Alternatively, it may occur following a subacute, postpartum, painless thyroiditis, or after a partial thyroidectomy (19; 37) Shibayama and colleagues used neonatal screening to identify a mutation in the thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) gene in a patient with subclinical hypothyroidism. In their study, they found a mild dysfunction of the R450H mutant on the TSHR gene, and it correlated it with mild clinical and biochemical manifestations (121).

Some drugs can inhibit thyroid hormone production, for example, lithium carbonate (19; 37), cytokines, and interferon (30). Amiodarone, a benzofuranic-derivative, iodine-rich drug used to treat tachyarrhythmia can induce subclinical hypothyroidism (12).

Other thyroid damaging factors that have been related to this disease include, exposure to various pesticides, herbicides, industrial chemicals, and environmental chemicals (54).

It is important to remember that a thyroid hormone deficiency, before and during pregnancy, induces a transitory subclinical hypothyroidism state that can result in high maternal and fetal disease risk (19; 37). In fact, risks can be as serious as perinatal mortality, increased fetal distress, preterm birth, and impaired mental and somatic development (56; 78).

Subclinical disease screening

Initially a diagnosis would be based on symptoms, however, as previously mentioned, symptoms can be minimal and are sometimes not the motivation for a hospital visit. To more accurately diagnosis subclinical hypothyroidism, TSH levels should be measured and an estimate of T4 values should be made, in addition to the evaluation of symptoms related
to hypothyroidism. However, both TSH and T4 display large variations between individuals, and can occasionally exceed the outer limits of reference ranges (19; 49; 78; 127; 146). Moreover, in many cases, patients with subclinical hypothyroidism have only marginally high TSH levels and T4 values that may be low but fall within the normal range of reference (Figure 2). Hence, serum TSH measurement is necessary for the diagnosis of mild thyroid failure, particularly when peripheral thyroid hormone levels are within the normal laboratory range (37). Since reports show that serum TSH has a log-linear relationship with circulating thyroid hormone levels (a 2-fold change in free thyroxine will produce a 100-fold change in TSH) (49), it is important that we determine the upper limit serum TSH value. Evidence shows that the presence of antithyroid antibodies can be detected in patients with a serum TSH level between 3 and 5 mIU/L, and a progressively higher rate towards clinical thyroid disease (83; 144). This suggests that 3 mIU/L may be the upper limit of serum TSH (49). Fatourechi has found that patients with a TSH level between 3.0 and 5.0 mIU/L are more likely to have positive antithyroid antibodies (22), and future thyroid disease. However, there is a lack of evidence for a beneficial outcome using levothyroxine therapy at these levels, indicating that an upper limit of TSH between 4.0 and 5.0 mIU/L (depending on the laboratory) may be more appropriate (49). Some investigators have mentioned that it may be difficult to distinguish between the transient disturbance of thyroid gland function and mild thyroid failure (Table 2) (19; 37). Since this condition could be temporary, a follow-up test should be performed to reevaluate the TSH concentration after 6 to 12 months.

The diagnosis of autoimmune thyroid disease remains unclear with the currently available in vitro and in vivo tests. Recently, Calebiro and coworkers demonstrated that TSHr mutations are retained in the endoplasmic reticulum, probably as a consequence of protein mis-folding, but maintain the capability to associate with wtTSHr. For this reason, wtTSHr is entrapped intracellularly, providing a molecular basis for the dominant form of partial TSH resistance associated with a heterozygous mutation in the TSHr gene (27). Similarly, in mice TTF-1 haploinsufficiency produces hypothyroidism mainly through reduction in TSHr gene expression, which is partially compensated for by an increase in serum TSH (92).

Should subclinical hypothyroidism be treated?

We know that subclinical thyroid dysfunction is a risk factor for developing symptomatic thyroid disease. Probably, early treatment can prevent serious morbidity in individuals who are found to have laboratory evidence of subclinical thyroid dysfunction.

In 1998, the American College of Physicians recommended treatment on an individual basis (or repeating serum TSH yearly) for patients with a TSH level between 5 and 10 mIU/L. Treatment should be considered if the patient has positive thyroid peroxidase antibodies, is symptomatic, or has high cholesterol; otherwise, yearly monitoring is advised (62). Later, in 2004, a consensus conference panel on subclinical thyroid announced that they do not recommend routine treatment for patients with TSH levels between 4.5 and 10 mIU/L, but that thyroid function tests should be repeated at 6- to 12-month intervals, to monitor for changes in TSH levels. For TSH levels above 10 mIU/L, the evidence remains too inconclusive to recommend with certainty for or against treatment (5; 6; 126).
Since 2004, Helfand has been of the opinion that in the general population, an undetectable TSH level is a risk factor for the later development of overt hypothyroidism (62). Evidence shows that L-thyroxine reduces symptoms (but not lipid levels) in patients who have a markedly elevated TSH level (10 mIU/L), following surgery or radioiodine treatment. However, in apparently healthy patients who have mildly elevated TSH levels (4 to 7 mU/L), the largest group identified by screening, the frequency of hyperlipidemia and related symptoms may be no different from that of euthyroid individuals (36; 90; 125; 133).

It is well known that most infants with overt hypothyroidism that are promptly diagnosed and treated proceed with normal growth and development. This is because a standardized protocol, using thyroid ultrasonography, is a safe and sensitive approach to a trial off of thyroxine in select patients (46). Perhaps, in many countries, there are no guidelines on the management of infants diagnosed with subclinical or mild hypothyroidism, and therefore likely no further follow-up is performed. This may explain why infants with subclinical, mild, or even transient hypothyroidism, are associated with adverse future neurodevelopmental consequences, as well as genetic and morphologic abnormalities. For this reason, it is highly recommended that follow-up be performed (25; 38).

Perhaps subclinical hypothyroidism is as common as occurring in 3-8% of the US population, however, because many cases of thyroid disease remain undiagnosed (49), a true value is difficult to establish. In this chapter, attention has been drawn to the potentially high risk of the disease; however, symptoms may be subtle and can be related with another manifestations, such as child failures in courses like math or chemistry, or even with symptoms of depression and anxiety. How can this be? Probably because a mutated thyrotropin receptor caused by protein mis-folding or other stimuli (i.e. genetics, industrial chemicals, and environmental chemicals), is retained in the endoplasmic reticulum causing modifications on the central level. This is known as the paraventricular nucleus, a hypothalamic area containing the T3 axis set point (35). Catecholamines are believed to increase the set point for inhibition of TRH gene expression by T3, thereby permitting high circulating levels of TH to contribute to the increased thermogenesis necessary to remain alert. Catecholamines act on TRH neurons primarily through α1 adrenergic receptors (8) that can induce the phosphorylation of the cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) (131). CREB activates the TRH promoter by binding to a CREB response element in the promoter, which overlaps with a TR binding site (94). It is known that adrenergic fibers in contact with TRH neurons produce cocaine and amphetamine neuropeptides and neuropeptide Y (NPY) (149; 150). Cocaine and amphetamines are related with the transcript (CART) that exerts a stimulatory effect on the synthesis and release of TRH (50). In contrast, NPY exerts a potent inhibitory effect on the transcription of the TRH gene (51), through inhibition of the cAMP-CREB second messenger pathway (113). Thus, it is suggested that alterations to these pathways alter the TRH set point, and consequently modifies TSH levels.
4. Syndromes of reduced sensitivity to thyroid hormone

Thyroid hormone resistance syndrome (RTH)

Thyroid hormone (TH) is important for the development and maintenance of almost all tissues (110; 152). The majority of its actions are mediated by nuclear receptors called TH receptors TRα and TRβ, which are encoded by two separated genes located in human chromosomes 17 and 3, respectively (34). In 1967, Refetoff and coworkers discovered a rare syndrome in an individual that combined deaf-mutism, stippled epiphyses, and goiter, which they called refractoriness to thyroid hormone or Refetoff syndrome (105).

Today, that disease is called thyroid hormone resistance syndrome, and it is the most commonly occurring related disease for a set of genetically autosomal dominant defects that can interfere in the biological action of a chemically intact, normally secreting thyroid (43). This syndrome is characterized primarily by elevated amounts of circulating thyroid hormones with nonsuppressed thyrotropin (TSH) levels, reflecting resistance within the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis, but with variable refractoriness to hormone actions in peripheral tissues (108). Since it is not detected by routine neonatal screening for hypothyroidism, RTH incidence is calculated as occurring in 1/40000 live births (79; 129).

According to the signs and symptoms of the patients, RTH was divided initially into two different categories called central resistance to thyroid hormones (CRTH), which characterized patients with resistance to TH at the hypothalamus and hypofisis levels; and generalized resistance to thyroid hormones (GRTH), where peripheral resistance to thyroid hormone actions is observed. However, this classification is no longer used in clinics since identical mutations were found in nonrelated individuals, who were initially diagnosed as either GRTH or CRTH patients, and because of an absence of distinct laboratory differences (14). For these reasons, many authors consider GRTH and CRTH as part of the same genetic spectrum of disorders (1; 14; 15).

The main causes of RTH, and the syndromes of low responsiveness to thyroid hormone, include mutations in the genes THRβ, THRA, SLC16A2, and SECISBP2 (or SBP2), which encode for thyroid hormone receptors a and b, the monocarboxylate transporter 8, and for several selenoproteins, respectively.

Mutations in THRβ and THRα

TRα and TRβ are members of a family of nuclear receptors. They have structural and sequence similarities in their DNA, and their ligand domains differ mostly in their amino terminus (69). Alternative splicing and promoter usage produce two major TRα (TRα1 and TRα2) and TRβ (TRβ1 and TRβ2) isoforms (13). The most important are the three isoforms that can bind to T₃ (TRα1, TRβ1 and TRβ2) (84), and regulate its target genes via recruitment of coregulatory complexes (33; 68).

Approximately 85% of individuals with RTH have mutations in their THRB gene. These mutations are located in the “hot spots” or CG isles (dinucleotide CG-rich zones). As of December 2012, at least 128 mutations had been identified in THRB, among which 111
were missense/nonsense mutations, 6 small deletions, 6 small insertions, 2 small indel, 2
gross deletions, and 1 regulatory mutation (104).

Most of the mutations in the HTRB gene are autosomal dominant, and only the original case
described by Refetoff and colleagues in 1967, had a recessive inheritance due to a complete
deletion of the gene (105).

RTH caused by defects in TRβ (or classic RTH) are characterized by elevated levels of
serum free T3 and T4 in the presence of normal or slightly elevated TSH (147). Clinically,
patients can present goiter (95% of the cases), tachycardia, osteoporosis, short stature,
delayed dentition initiation, deafness, and retarded bone age. In the central nervous system,
some alterations are evident in learning disabilities, language impairment, mental deficiency
with low IQ (5-10% of the cases), and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (18).
Metabolic changes include hyperphagia and increased energy expenditure.

Mutations in HTRA were not discovered until the year 2012, when a nonsense mutation that
produced a truncated TRα lacking its C-terminal α-helix, was identified in a 6 year-old girl
with growth and developmental delay (21). A different mutation was found in another
individual (137), but both reported low serum T4, high serum T3, and very low rT3.

**Screening and diagnoses**

Clinicians predominantly suspect the presence of RTH in patients who have elevated serum
concentrations of T4, T3, and rT3 with normal or elevated TSH, especially when goiter is
present. However, RTH can be confused with Grave’s disease, which is consistent with the
presence of goiter, as well as other disorders, such as tachycardia and hyperactivity. For this
reason, detecting the basal concentration of TSH (which is nonsuppressed in RTH), and the
presence of circulating antibodies against TSH-receptors (present in Grave’s disease) may
help to make a correct diagnosis. Nevertheless, there are cases where both pathologies are
present in the same patient (122).

TSH-secreting pituitary adenomas are pathologies that may also be confused with RTH,
since an increase in serum TSH is also present, especially in the α subunit. The diagnosis of
an adenoma is established by radiologic exploration and a ratio of α-subunit:TSH (>1).

Some disturbances to transporters can also be wrongly diagnosed. RTH, for example, will
show increased total serum T4 and normal TSH levels, especially in familiar
dysalbuminemic hyperthyroxynemia, where there is a circulate albumin with a high affinity
for T4; normally only 10% of T4 is bound to albumin, but in this case 30% of T4 is bound to
albumin. This elevates total T4 but keeps free-T4 at normal levels (135). Abnormalities with
transthyretin have also been diagnosed as RTH or even hyperthyroidism (107).

A specific test for RTH is the T3 suppression test, which consists of administering an
increasing dose of T3 (50, 100 and 200 mg/day) to a patient for 3 weeks (one week per
dose). Prior to treatment, and at the start and end of each week, serum TSH is measured. In
normal subjects, a dose of 50 mg of T3 can diminish serum TSH concentration, while
individuals with RTH need doses higher than 200 mg to achieve the same results (106)
(Figure 3). The final diagnosis can be confirmed by sequencing TRβ (only for classical RTH).

NonTR-RTH

The term nonTR-RTH, refers to a subgroup of individuals that present the characteristic manifestations of RTH, but with no mutations to the TRα or TRβ gene. It occurs in approximately 15% of individuals with RTH, and while classical RTH has no gender discretion, nonTR-RTH is most common in females (3:1) (111; 148).

Even when the genetic defect remains unknown, *in vitro* studies with fibroblast obtained from nonTR-RTH patients reveal resistance to the effect of TH, and an abnormal interaction between the extracts of that fibroblast. Wild-type TRβ suggest that the defect involves an aberrant cofactor, however, studies of many coactivators, corepressors, and also some cell transporters have found no conclusive results (109).

Treatment of RTH

RTH treatment is independent of the TRβ or TRα mutation, and therefore both RTH and nonRT-RTH conditions are treated similarly. Treatment consists of alleviating the symptoms when they exist. Symptoms of TH deficiency are treated with L-T4, while for excessive TH, β adrenergic blockers are used (148).

Thyroid hormone cell membrane transporter defect (THCMTD)

Previous findings that assured that thyroid hormones T₃ and T₄ entered the cells only by passive diffusion (45) were abandoned, when several molecules where identified as cell transporters of thyroid hormones (63). Among these transporters, X-linked Monocarboxylate transporter 8 (MCT8) has been shown to be an important and potent transporter of thyroid hormone into cells (53).

The MCT8 transporter is codified by the SLC16A2 gene, which is located at Xq13.2 on the human chromosome, which has 6 exons and 5 introns (141). This transporter is widely distributed in human liver, kidney, adrenal, ovary, thyroid, and particularly brain tissues, where it is the most important T₃ transporter in the neurons; particularly neurons of the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, choroid plexus, and in the capillaries and tanycytes lining the third ventricle (67). MCT8 has also been localized in different nuclei in the human hypothalamus and the pituitary (52). Mutations in the SLC16A2 gene produce a syndrome with both neuropsychomotor and characteristic thyroid test abnormalities, including high T₃, low rT₃, and slightly reduced concentrations of T₄ and TSH. This neurological syndrome is also known as the Allan-Herndon-Dudley syndrome (AHDS), a disease with 100% penetrance in males (while carrier females may show only mild thyroid test abnormalities) (42; 97; 120), and is accompanied by truncal hypotonia (in 100% of cases), limb spasticity, poor head control, dyskinetic movements, and impaired speech. Most AHDS patients are unable to sit, stand, or walk independently, however, there are some cases with a milder phenotype that are able to walk and/or talk, albeit with high difficulty. All individuals with AHDS have mental retardation (18; 42; 120).
Around 50 individuals with AHDS have been studied, and many mutations in MCT8 have been identified. These mutations include large deletions, frame-shift mutations, nonsense mutations and deletions, insertions or the substitution of single amino acids that inactivate MCT8 and result in the syndrome described above (76; 141). Some of the mutations in MCT8 are listed in Table 1.

**Diagnostic**

Total and serum free T4 and T3 must be measured in individuals with hypotonia. A high level of T3, accompanied by a low concentration of T4, is nearly pathognomonic, but the diagnosis can be confirmed by gene sequencing (18). Other studies include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), where mild to severe delayed myelination in the brain can be confirmed, and is a common indicator for the disease (55; 138). Normally, this disease cannot be diagnosed in the first days of birth, because the typical thyroid test abnormalities of an MCT8 deficiency become apparent only further into the first month after birth.

**Treatment**

AHDS patients have low concentrations of serum T4 and modestly increased serum TSH. For this reason, many patients treated with LT4 have experienced no benefit, and may in fact experience detrimental effects. For example, an increased T3 exposure to tissues that can perform MCT8-independent T3 uptake, like the heart, may suffer from induced or aggravate tachycardia (75).

Some possibilities for an effective treatment include therapy with a thyromimetic, which is effectively transported into the brain even if the MCT8 transporter is mutated. The T3 analog diiodothyropropionic acid (DITPA) has been clinically tested (40), while preclinical studies are in progress to test the analog 3,5,3′,5′-tetraiodothyroacetic acid (Tetrac); in mouse mutants deficient in the MCT8 transporter, has been proven to be metabolized to the TH receptor active compound 3,3′,5-Triiodothyroacetic acid (Triac), which is able to replace T3 and promote TH-dependent neuronal differentiation in the cerebellum, cerebral cortex, and striatum (70; 139).

**Thyroid hormone metabolism defect (THMD)**

Selenium is a trace element fundamental for human health. Its biological role is mediated by the cotranslational incorporation of selenocysteine (Sec), a rare amino acid present in the catalytic center of selenoenzymes (41). The function of these proteins are needed for several physiological processes, one of which is the metabolism of thyroid hormones, where deiodinases play a key role in the thyroid hormone activation or inactivation, as well as regulating plasma and intracellular levels of TH. The activation of pro-hormone T4 to hormone T3 is catalyzed by type 2 deiodinase (D2) via outer-ring deiodination (87), while type 3 deiodinase (D3) performs inner-ring deiodinations that inactivates both T4 and T3, converting them into rT3 and T2, respectively. Deiodinase 1 (D1) possesses both activating and inactivating activities (86).
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As other selenoproteins, deiodinases are synthesized through a unique mode of translation. Sec is encoded by codon UGA, which in most situations acts as a stop codon. The recoding of a specific UGA is determined by the presence of a selenocysteine insertion sequence (SECIS) in the 3′ untranslated region of the protein mRNA. A SECIS-binding protein 2 (SBP2) recognizes the SECIS, recruits multiple factors, and adds Sec to the nascent protein chain (41) (Figure 4).

Alterations in TH metabolism are typically acquired, and often produces “low T₃ syndrome” or “nonthyroidal illness” (77). However, in 2005, the first inherited thyroid hormone metabolism defect (caused by a mutation in the SBP2 gene) was discovered in two individuals with growth retardation, who had high total serum and free T₄ and rT₃ concentrations, low T₃, and normal or slightly elevated TSH (44).

The incidence of THMD caused by mutations to the SBP2 gene is still unknown. Nevertheless, as of 2011, mutations were identified in 8 individuals, and it was recognized that their inheritance is autosomal recessive, with equal prevalence in men and women (Table 2) (10; 39; 44; 60; 117).

Is a hypothyroid condition good or bad?

It has previously been mentioned that a deficiency of thyroid hormones results in a decreased metabolism and a lower basal metabolic rate (BMR). However, there is also evidence that supports that hypothyroidism can decrease cellular stress. Tenorio-Velázquez and colleagues have demonstrated that hypothyroidism attenuates oxidative stress and renal injury caused by ischemia-reperfusion, produced by an increase in ROS and reactive nitrogen species (130). It is postulated that the mechanism in affected organs is either a decrease in the general metabolic rate, or a reduced free radical scavenging response after ischemia. In addition, lipid peroxidation in hypothyroid animals with renal ischemia decreased (96), and the content of malondialdehyde reduced, which is an indirect measure of the generation of oxygen free radicals. Alternatively, the cortical content of glutathione, a free radical scavenger, increased. Similarly, in a liver model of hypothyroid-ischemic injury, lipid peroxidation and free-radical generation decreased (128). Hypothyroidism attenuates not only renal, but also cardiac damage caused by ischemia and reperfusion. Bobadilla and coworkers showed that hypothyroidism conferred protection against reperfusion arrhythmias, the cardiac release of creatine kinase and aspartate amino transferase, and preserved the normal structure of the myocardial tissue (20). It has been proposed that hypothyroidism protects against pore opening and heart reperfusion (32). This may be relevant to the protective effect of hypothyroidism in ischemia and reperfusion, because it is recognized that the mitochondria play a key role in cell death pathways, by activating the mitochondrial-permeability transition pore and causing the release of cytochrome C, proapoptotic factors, and the Ca²⁺ overload that causes a nonselective permeability of the inner membrane. The prolonged opening of the membrane-permeability transition pore during the first few minutes of reperfusion is a critical determinant of cell death, and pharmacological inhibition of the pore at the time of reperfusion protects the cell (58). Previous studies indicate that there is a decrease in glutamate release during hypothyroidism, and that this is correlated to protection in cerebral ischemia (123). The reason why
hypothyroidism results in a decreased release of glutamate is as yet unknown. It is possible that hypothyroidism affects the release mechanisms in the presynaptic receptors. It is also possible that the hypothyroid state results in an increase in the reuptake mechanism for glutamate.

Perhaps because of the protective effect of hypothyroidism, many clinicians use methimazole to induce this condition. However, there are some indications that antithyroid-caused hypothyroidism can produce cellular damage. Although, some results indicate that it is the chemical structure of methimazole, specifically that induces cellular protection (23; 134). In addition, there is evidence of extrathyroidal effects of antithyroid drugs, such as thionamides, in humans and other animals (11). One of the effects of thionamides is the contribution to oxidative stress and cellular damage. These effects can produce an increase in oxidant species that cause lipid peroxidation, nitration, carbonylation, or glutathionylation of proteins, and fragmentation of DNA (59; 136). In light of this research, we determined if methimazole specifically, or hypothyroidism cause cellular damage in several organs. After producing a hypothyroid animal caused by thyroidectomy or methimazole administration, the spleen, heart, liver, lung, and kidney were obtained. A portion of these tissues was processed for histological study, and another portion was used for the biochemical assay to determine oxidative stress. We demonstrated using histological techniques that only methimazole-caused hypothyroidism produces cellular damage in the kidney, lung, liver, heart, and spleen. Animals with methimazole and T4 supplementation showed cellular damage in the lung, spleen, and renal medulla with lesser damage in the liver, renal cortex, and heart. Meanwhile, the thyroidectomy group showed no tissue alterations (28). Moreover, 5% of patients with hyperthyroidism treated with antithyroid drugs, including methimazole, are reported to have liver (31; 151), lung (132) and kidney damage (26). In methimazole-caused hypothyroidism animals, tumorigenic effects (72), and modified pulmonary function (82) have been observed. Similarly, other studies have found no tissue damage in a model of hypothyroidism caused by a thyroidectomy (130). We also compared, over time, markers of oxidative stress, the REDOX environment, and the antioxidant enzymatic system in the liver and the spleen of rats with methimazole- or thyroidectomy-caused hypothyroidism. We found that cellular damage was related to an increase in oxidative stress markers (ROS and lipid peroxidation) that were not compensated for by the antioxidant system. Catalase activity is reduced in hepatic tissue, and this allows for H2O2-caused hepatic damage (29). The increase of glutathione-cycle enzymes was insufficient to prevent oxidative stress markers (95). All these findings together indicate that methimazole, rather than hypothyroidism is responsible for cellular damage.

Furthermore, evaluation by microscopic analysis of thyroidectomy animals showed no other tissue alterations, with the exception of the lung. There is some evidence that demonstrates molecular mechanisms by which hypothyroidism itself may produce a protected state of the tissues. For example, by reducing the enzyme activity associated with the mitochondrial respiratory chain (99), decreasing the adenine nucleotide translocase (119), reducing activity of cytochrome-C oxidase (98), and resisting formation of permeability transition pore formation of the inner mitochondrial membrane (32).
With all this evidence, it is important to develop other therapies or antithyroid drugs with fewer side effects. We have suggested that hypothyroidism can be a protective state against toxic agents, and that it is related to an increase in reduced glutathione or $\gamma$-L-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine (GSH) synthesis, and mild immunosuppression.

The mitochondrial concentration of GSH is approximately 11-15 mM. The entry of GSH into the mitochondria depends on electroneutral transporters, such as tricarboxylic or dicarboxylic acids (81). In general, the ratio of GSH/GSSG is greater than 10 for cells and organelles, such as the mitochondria and nucleus, whereas the endoplasmic reticulum has the lowest GSH/GSSG ratio of 1 to 3. The best indicator of the REDOX environment is the GSH$^{2-}$/GSSG ratio, because the REDOX environment involves the transfer of electrons, for which the theoretical model of Schafer and Buettnner uses the Nernst equation (114). These authors proposed that other REDOX couples could participate in the REDOX environment to maintain the ratios of NADPH/NADP$^+$, and reduce thioredoxin/oxidized thioredoxin (TrxSH/TrxSS) and GSH$^{2-}$/GSSG ratios. These REDOX couples could participate in the maintenance of the REDOX environment, because their pKs are above the normal physiological pH, and the ratio of the reduced pair to its oxidized counterpart is 1:100, 1:1000, or greater. The GSH$^{2-}$/GSSG ratio is the most important couple in the REDOX environment, because their chemical structures are not susceptible to any peptidase, and they are used in the cell, particularly for cell antioxidant protection, and not in essential biosynthetic pathways. Also, the GSH$^{2-}$/GSSG ratio has the highest concentration of the three REDOX ratios mentioned, and most effectively buffers the REDOX potential changes between -300 and -100 mV, despite varying the concentration of GSH. The change in the half-cell reduction potential of this REDOX couple is related to processes such as cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and necrosis in biological experiments (28; 59; 71; 73; 136).

In our group, we are studying the effect of a hypothyroid state and GSH synthesis in various organs, with special interest in the liver and kidney. For these investigations we used thyroidectomized rats with a parathyroid gland reimplant (only to affect the thyroid hormone system). Two weeks postsurgery, we determined the GSH content by a fluorometric method, and the $\gamma$-GCS by a spectrophotometric method, as described (29; 95). In this animal model, we demonstrated that in a hypothyroid condition, a higher GSH content is present compared to euthyroid animals because they have enhanced $\gamma$-GCS activity.

Other studies, using amphibians and mammals, provide evidence for a relationship between thyroid hormones and their immune systems (28; 31; 93; 145). In zebra fish, the thyroid state participates in thymus development and lymphopoiesis (80). It is well documented that in humans and other mammals, clinical hyperthyroidism increased the size and cellularity of the thymus, in particular a larger number of thymus nurse cells, Thy1$^+$ thymocytes, and the CD4$^+$CD8$^-$ and CD44-positive cells (115; 140). Hyperthyroidism increases the number of T cells in the spleen and thymus, with high levels of NK cells only in the spleen (145). Meanwhile, there are reports that hypothyroidism reduces cellularity in the spleen and thymus (16). However, in neonatal hypothyroidism, it has been observed that NK cells and regulatory T cells (CD4$^+$CD25$^+$) are enhanced in the thymus, spleen, and peripheral blood. The dendritic cells integrate signals from several pathways and receptors, including those
arising from engaging in uptake and pattern recognition receptors, proinflammatory and antiinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and hormones like THs. T₃ promotes dendritic-cell maturation and Th1-type cytokine secretion (88). The dendritic cells are modulated by the THs because theT₃-TRb1 causes Akt signaling-pathway activation and NFkB-dependence, but also a PI3K-independent pathway (89). Because hypothyroidism is a condition related with both decreased immune system activity and increased infection in humans (4; 116), this state could be protective in the case of toxicant-caused oxidative stress and cell damage. For example, aniline, an aromatic amine that it is used extensively as an industrial chemical, causes toxicity to the hematopoietic system. Aniline toxicity is generally characterized by methemoglobinemia, hemolytic anemia or hemolysis, and by the development of spleen hyperplasia, fibrosis, and a variety of primary sarcomas following chronic exposure in rats. The immunological system participates actively in aniline-caused oxidative stress and spleen damage (48; 142; 143). Interestingly, we found that hypothyroid rats had decreased ROS concentration, and lipid peroxidation, but a higher GSH level. Also, the lymphocyte counts/mm³ in aniline-treated hypothyroid rats was lower compared with euthyroid rats. Therefore, these results suggest that the mild immunosuppression that results from a hypothyroid state may participate in cellular protection. Further investigation is necessary to clarify the roles, risks, and benefits of a hypothyroid state.
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Figure 1. Screening of RTH. Adapted from (14;15;106)
Figure 2. Subclinical hypothyroidism screening (22;37;49;83;144).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the components involved in Sec incorporation. Elements present in the mRNA of selenoproteins are an in frame UGA codon and Sec incorporation sequence (SECIS) element, which is a stem loop structure located in the 3’UTR (untranslated region) extreme of the gene. SBP2 binds SECIS and recruits the Sec-specific elongation factor (EFSec) and Sec-specific tRNA (tRNAsec) thus resulting in the recoding of the UGA codon and Sec incorporation. Modified from (43).
Table 1. Subclinical thyroid diseases classify. Units: mUI/L. *In subclinical hypothyroidism symptoms are proportional to the TSH increase, but not always the case (146).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>TSH Increase</th>
<th>Tiroxine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>10.0-20.0</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Serum TSH increases not associated with persistent subclinical hypothyroidism (19;37).

Transient subclinical following sub acute, painless, or postpartum thyroiditis
After withdrawal of thyroid hormone therapy in euthyroid patients
Laboratory analytical problem (assay variability, heterophilic antibodies)
Impaired renal function
Recovery phase of euthyroid sick syndrome
Untreated adrenal insufficiency
TSH-secreting pituitary adenoma
Isolated pituitary resistance to thyroid hormone

Table 3. Mutations in MCT8 gene and protein changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Type of mutation</th>
<th>Position in the gene</th>
<th>Aminoacid change</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>Ala224Val</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Ala150Val</td>
<td>(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Arg171stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 3</td>
<td>Leu397Pro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.630insG</td>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Truncated protein at codon 240</td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.630insA</td>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Truncated protein at codon 240</td>
<td>(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.629insA</td>
<td>Insertion/nonsense</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Premature termination codon in exon 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1637G&gt;A</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>Gly558Asp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.565insATC</td>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>Ins. Ile189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1703T&gt;C</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>Leu568Pro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1301T&gt;G</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 4</td>
<td>Leu434Trp</td>
<td>(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.703G&gt;A</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>Val235Met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1343C&gt;A</td>
<td>Nonsense</td>
<td>Exon 4</td>
<td>S448stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.581C&gt;T</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
<td>S194F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.683 del TCT</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>Del. F230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial deletion</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Exons 2-6</td>
<td>Truncated protein</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/S = Non specified
Table 4. Features of mutations in SBP2 gene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Defect</th>
<th>Amino acid change</th>
<th>No. of affected</th>
<th>Putative effect</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c.1619G&gt;A</td>
<td>Homozygous</td>
<td>Arg540Gln</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hypomorphic allele</td>
<td>(55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1312A&gt;T</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Lys438stop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Missing C terminus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVS8ds+29G&gt;A</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Frame shift</td>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal splicing</td>
<td>(60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.382C&gt;T</td>
<td>Homozygous</td>
<td>Arg128stop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Smaller isoforms</td>
<td>(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.358C&gt;T</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Arg120stop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Smaller isoforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.2308C&gt;T</td>
<td></td>
<td>Arg770stop</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disrupted C terminus</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.668delT</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Phe223 frame shift</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Truncation and smaller isoforms</td>
<td>(58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron6position-155delC</td>
<td>Frame shift</td>
<td>Abnormal splicing, missing C terminus</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.2071T&gt;C</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Cys691Arg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increased proteosomal degradation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic SNP</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Frame shift</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Transcripts lacking exons 2-4 or 3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.1529_1541dupC CAGCGCCCCAC T</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Met515 frame shift</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Missing C terminus</td>
<td>(59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.235C&gt;T</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gln79stop</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smaller isoforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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